Spatial modelling has its applications in many fields. There exist in the literature a class of models known as the fractionally integrated separable spatial autoregressive (FISSAR) model. In this paper the objective of our research is to develop a non-separable counterpart of the FISSAR model. We term this model as the fractionally integrated non-separable spatial autoregressive (FINSSAR) model. The FINSSAR model is a more general model as it encompasses the FISSAR and the standard separable autoregressive (SSAR) models. The theoretical autocovariance function and the spectral function of the model are obtained and some numerical results is presented. This model may be able to model many type of real phenomena.
Introduction
Spatial modelling has its applications in many fields like geology, geography, agriculture, meteorology, etc. Some examples are i) ore, gas and petroleum reserves (Cressie 1993) , ii) sea surface temperature (Lim et al. 2002) , iii) wheat yield in agricultural field trials (Whittle 1956 and 1962; Lambert et al. 2003) , iv) rainfall (Nunez et al. 2008) , v) spread of infectious disease (Marshall 1991) are some examples which the observed value of them may depend on the location.
There exist class of spatial models that are known as separable models which its correlation structure can be expressed as a product of correlations (Martin 1979 (Martin , 1996 Basawa, Brockwell and Mandrekar, 1991) . In some cases spatial data may exhibit a long memory structure (Hurst, 1951) where their autocorrelation function decays rather slowly. Spatial long memory model in general is defined as, (Guo et al., 2009) ( ( 1)
is the autocovariance function of the fractional white noise process in two-dimensions as follows, 
We simulated the FINSSAR(1,1) process in two stages. First the two dimensional white noise { } ij Z was generated and by using equation (6) In Figure 2 , we have plotted some theoretical values of ACF for selected parameter values. In general we observe that the autocorrelation function will be symmetric with respect to the origin (i.e. In Figure 3 , we include some further plots of the ACF for a variety of parameter values. In the next section the estimation of the parameters of the FINSSAR(1,1) is briefly discussed.
Estimation of Parameters
Estimation of the memory parameters 1 d and 2 d can be done by two different methods, namely the regression method and Whittle's method as described below. We can obtain estimates of 1 d and 2 d in terms of the natural logarithm of the periodogram 1 2 ( , )
Regression Method for Estimating
I ω ω which is given as, 
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A Real Data Example
To illustrate the fitting of the FINSSAR(1,1) model, we consider the data set from a regular grid of 728 presented by Kempton and Howes (1981) on the yield of barley (kg) from an agricultural uniformity trial experiment at Plant Breeding Institute, Cambrige, UK. Table 2 shows the sample spatial correlations of the data. Note from Table 2 that the data within columns are highly correlated.
We fitted the FINSSAR(1,1) model to the mean corrected data subjected to the constraints on the model parameters as in (4). The fitted model using Whittle's estimation is as follows, We do not claim that the FINSSAR(1,1) model is the best model for the agricultural uniformity trial experiment data, but it is merely included in our paper as an example of fitting the FINSSAR(1,1) model to a real data set.
Conclusion
In this paper the objective of our research was to develop a non-separable counterpart of the FISSAR(1,1) model. We termed this model as the first-order fractionally integrated non-separable spatial autoregressive (FINSSAR (1,1) ) model.
The FINSSAR(1,1) model is a more general model as it encompasses the FISSAR(1,1) and the standard separable autoregressive (SSAR) models. The theoretical ACVF has been derived and its spectral density function has also been obtained. From the ACF and spectral density, it is clear that this model may be able to model many type of real phenomena which display long memory correlation structure like ground water flow, contaminant transport, hydraulic conductivity, ocean temperature, climatic data, etc. Both regression estimators and Whittle's estimation have been discussed. A real data example has also been provided to illustrate the fitting of FINSSAR(1,1) model. It is hoped that with this illustration of fitting the model to a real data set, more researchers would consider using the model for various applications.
